
Compose® 
Connections™



Reshape the way  
you design

As part of Haworth’s Integrated Palette™, Compose Connections blends easily with other product platforms,  
greatly expanding your design possibilities without disrupting the overall aesthetic. Use it alone, integrate  
it with existing applications, or create your own unique solutions to meet customers’ needs.  

There’s a new way for designers to delineate space for different 
people and purposes. With Compose Connections, you’re free  
to design fresh combinations and applications in a whole new  
way, all with one dynamic kit of parts that’s flexible enough  
to keep pace with changing workplace needs.
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The dynamic flexibility of Compose Connections lets you tailor individual applications to help each department 
work more effectively. Create the kind of spaces that uplift an organization’s culture, improving communication 
and morale. By varying shapes, sizes, and configurations, you can support a broad range of needs for privacy, 
collaboration, and technology, all while maintaining a cohesive look across the floor. 

Indulge your imagination to create dozens of different applications 
across the floorplan. With Compose Connections, one collection fits 
all—no matter how diverse your client’s needs. 

One collection 
for all spaces





Variety  
and choice

Tips and tricks
Compose Connections looks best paired  
with hard-surface or non-directional fabric tiles.

Mix fixed, height-adjustable, and mobile 
workstations along the same spine. 

Combine multiple shapes and sizes of 
worksurfaces to meet various needs.

Add Intuity™ screens to the work rail top trim  
to create a screen solution. 

Alternate individual and group spaces to 
support natural collaboration.  

Use screens to enhance noise reduction and 
privacy or create boundaries.

The sheer potential of ways to combine this collection  
gives you complete freedom to solve any design challenge.  



A nimble design anticipates and accommodates future 
needs without making structural changes.

Adaptability 
and flexibility

Tips and tricks
Design for the future by adding more 
receptacles/access points than you think  
you need.

Offer suggestions for simple layout changes  
that can be made without additional parts.

Consider where future applications might 
branch off the structural spine.

Use the off-modular brackets to provide the 
ultimate in fixed worksurface flexibility. 

If no screen or surface mounting is desired, 
use aluminum top trim to maintain a clear,  
cost-effective design. 

Orient freestanding tables in organic ways 
that aren’t defined by the system.







Focused and  
collaborative

Tips and tricks
Vary the size of group spaces for one-on-one 
or larger team meetings.

For Active Components™ nooks and floating  
shelves, be sure to balance fixed worksurfaces 
on both sides of the spine so that weight  
remains evenly distributed.

The work rail top trim coordinates with Active 
Components screens for a residential aesthetic.

Create individual spaces or collaborative 
worksurfaces using the same spine. 

Provide individual spaces for visitors or  
drop-in guests.

Try top-mount brackets on the work rail  
to float individual surfaces across the spine. 

An open-ended structure lets you provide multiple 
combinations to support today’s fluid work approach.



Design  
assurance

The cohesive design integrates with Haworth products to  
create a seamless environment—now and in the future. 

Tips and tricks
Choose the Compose Connections open  
base to add a lighter feel to Compose  
panel-based environments.

Enhance visual privacy in key areas by blending 
Compose panels with Compose Connections. 

Add components to expand options  
for collaborative work without disrupting  
the connections spine.

Extend the flexibility and future use of  
existing environments by integrating Compose 
Connections with standard Compose.

Experiment with different Intuity screen materials 
to vary aesthetics or levels of visual privacy.

Select from a range of Compose tiles to achieve 
a polished look.







Offering a choice of accessories for storage and organization helps people control their workflow and do their jobs 
more efficiently. The array of shapes, configurations, textures, and materials from Active Components blend easily with 
Compose Connections to create spaces that feel personal and supportive. 

Adding Active Components to Compose Connections makes  
the environment even more welcoming. Little extras add function 
to every space, and the soft palettes and curved lines contribute 
to a warm, residential feeling.

Active  
Components



For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000. 
Download additional copies at haworth.com.
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